BRIGHT SEAL VOC

Product Information Statement for LEED® New Construction (NC) Version 2.2 Credit Documentation

BRIGHT SEAL VOC is a blend of 100% methyl methacrylate polymers in a special blend of exempt solvents that is used as a premium quality protective coating for a variety of concrete surfaces. As a cure and seal for concrete BRIGHT SEAL VOC restricts rapid dehydration in the curing process, while protecting concrete from damage due to UV light, deicing salts, etc. The high solids formulation provides a non-yellowing, high gloss “wet look” that is ideal for architectural concrete, exposed aggregate and burnished block.

TK Products certifies the following information for BRIGHT SEAL VOC:

Manufacturing Location
BRIGHT SEAL VOC is manufactured in Minnetonka, MN.

Regional Materials
20% by weight of BRIGHT SEAL VOC was produced with regionally extracted and processed materials.

Recycled Content
BRIGHT SEAL VOC is manufactured with 6% combined recycled content.

VOC Content
TK Products certifies that the VOC (volatile organic content) of BRIGHT SEAL VOC is 396g/l.

Based upon the above information, TK Products certifies that BRIGHT SEAL VOC may contribute to the following LEED NC v2.2 Credits:

• MR Credits 4.1 & 4.2: Recycled Content: 10% & 20% (post-consumer + ½ pre-consumer)
• MR Credits 5.1 & 5.2: Regional Materials: 10% & 20% Extracted, Processed, & Manufactured Regionally
• EQ Credit 4.2: Low – Emitting Material: Paint and Coating (referencing the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1113, in effect on January 1, 2004)

Respectfully,
LEED Administrator
TK Products
Tel: 800-441-2129

LEED is a trade mark of the US Green Building Council